NCABA 2004-2005 Official Ranking
1. Anthony D. Chapman
2. Mark R. Glover
3. John R. Fillis
4. Ernest W. Spriggs
5. James D. Einhorn Jr.
6. Paul L. Rumbaugh II
7. Douglas B. Knoth Jr.
8. Hezekiah Dillahunt Jr.
9. Chhoeun To
10. Rawlin E. Jefferson

League
Pins/Games
55,155/239
107,733/483
87,329/396
71,106/324
69,255/315
59,363/270
69,698/318
92,761/423
63,853/294
72,131/333

Tournament
Pins/Games
2,097/9
3,892/18
1,816/9
2,091/9
1,883/9
1,880/9
1,942/9
1,875/9
1,955/9
2,013/9

Total
Pins/Games
57,252/248
111,625/501
89,145/405
73,197/333
71,138/324
61,243/279
71,640/327
94,636/432
65,808/303
74,144/342

COMPOSITE
AVERAGE
230.855
222.804
220.111
219.811
219.562
219.509
219.083
219.065
217.188
216.795

The above ranking was calculated using the following criteria:
 The bowler must participate in at least three NCABA-sanctioned leagues, with a minimum of 66 games in each league.
 The bowler must have a qualifying average as defined above in at least two different bowling centers.
 The bowler must have a total of at least 200 games in qualifying leagues as defined above.
 The bowler must participate in all events (team, singles, and doubles) of the current bowling season’s NCABA Championship
Tournament.
 All scores bowled in the NCABA Championship Tournament will be used in calculating the composite average.
 Once qualified, a bowler’s composite average will be calculated by totaling all pins in NCABA-sanctioned leagues (21 games or
more) and all pins from the Championship Tournament and dividing the total by the sum of all the games.

The Best Bowling Tip I’ve Ever Received
By Ernest W. Spriggs
I received my best tip from two bowlers I greatly admire, Ernest Sevous and Gregory Turner. Back in 199798, I joined a “Sport shot” league at AMF Alexandria run by Hollis McMullen, and this was the first time I
had ever encountered anything like that. To be honest, I was morally devastated in the beginning.
As most of my fellow bowlers knew, I was a “lofter”—all I knew how to do was loft the ball down the
lane. So at the beginning of the league, I lofted balls out to the arrows as usual, and they were continually
skidding left of the headpin and at times in the gutter.
Ernest Sevous, who had listened to my agonizing for several weeks, finally said to me, “You need to bring
your eyes back to the first set of dots just past the foul line; this will allow you to put the ball down earlier
and get more roll.”
This was a totally new concept to me, so I tried it. With a change in my thought process and mechanics,
I managed to finish the league averaging 194. That was probably the most eye-opening, yet satisfying, experience to date in my bowling career.
Since that time, Gregory Turner has constantly reminded me to “move your eyes up and down the lanes”
depending on the lane condition and the coverstock of the ball I’m using. Now, when I begin practicing for
league or tournament play, I will shift my eyes from dots to arrows to get a feel of the lane condition.
This tip has elevated my game tremendously. I am now a more competitive and confident bowler, and I’m not afraid to tackle any lane
condition.
Washington, D.C. native Ernest W. Spriggs, who last season qualified for the NCABA Official Ranking for the third time in the past years, is a
Maryland Masters and Tournament Concepts champion and has several Top 5 finishes in the TNBA Bacardi Classic and Bill Rhodman scratch
tournaments. The left-hander has rolled 15 perfect games and six 800 series, with a high of 827. His high average is 227.
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